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§ 1. Introduction 
Trying to state a sensible analogue of the spectral theorem for normal operates 
on a real Hilbert space-see e.g. [1] p. 165 —we meet necessarily antiprojectors. 
Moreover on finite— dimensional spaces the operator need not be normal but 
merely diagonalizable. Basic concepts for vector spaces are taken from [1]. 
1.1. Let iff be the field R of all real numbers or the field C of all complex numbers. 
Let if over if be a vector space, / the identity on *K and Se(ir) the space of all 
linear operators on ir. 
If N is an index set, then operators Tve JS?0O, veN will be called pairwise 
disjoint if TV,TV„ = 0 = TV,TV, whenever v' # v" e N. 
Lemma 1. Let 2t^i
r for % = 1,...., / be subspaces and Rt e Sf(i^) projectors 
on fit i.e. Rx = Rv and 2X = im Rx. Then the projectors Rt are pairwise disjoint and 
t t t 
satisfy ^Rt~I if and only if^^Ys &t
an^ Rtis f^e projector on fit along £• £~ 
t « i t = i t # t « i 
for every x = 1,..., r (where by E the direct sum of subspaces is meant). 
The following remark will be useful. If f = ][/fit and Rt e Se(i^) is the projector 
t T = l 
on fit along £• fi~, then for any partition {1, . . . , t} = {T'} U {T*} the sum £ Rt, 
t * t = i . *' 
is the projector on ^-2X, along £• 2t,,. 
x' x" 
Let d i m f = n (G N); let yt,..., yt e K be all the proper values of C e Se(^) 
which are pairwise distinct; let fit = {x e "T \ Cx = ytx} be corresponding proper 
t 
subspaces. Then C will be called diagonalizable if ]T dim fit = n. Certainly, 
t t = i 
C is diagonalizable iff i^ = £• fit. 
t = i 
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Theorem 1. Let V over K be a vector space of dimension n(e N). An operator 
C € JS? (JT) is diagonalizable if and only if there exist pairwise distinct numbers y .eK 
and pairwise disjoint projectors 0 # U t 6 JS?(^) (for x = 1,..., t) such that I = 
t t 
= £ jRT and C = £ ytRt. Moreover, the number t9 theset {yt}t--i,...,t> the projectors 
t = - l T = l 
jRf are determined uniquely and Rt = pt(C) where 
n a-n) 
pt(A) = ^ . 
n (rt-y;) 
t^T--1 
1.2. If ^ 0 over J? is a vector space, then its complexification is the vector space 
iT as i*0 + f)T0 over C understood as ^ 0 x i
r
0 with addition (x, j>) + (x9 y) = 
= (x + £, j + y) written as (x + iy) + (# + ijf) = (x + #) + i(y + #) and with 
multiplication (a + ifi)(x + iy) = (ax - py, fix + ay) written as (a + ip)(x + iy) = 
= ^ax — fiy) + /(/fac + aj), where x9 x9y9yelT0 and a9 fieR. Notice that every 
z e f has a unique representation z = x + iy where x, 7 e ^ 0 . 
Assume that f over C is the complexification of i^0 over R. If £ g *f* is 
a subspace over C and £0 c y o a subspace over i? then £ is the complexification 
of £0 iff £ = £0 + *£0; then £0 = £ r\ i^0 and thus any £ has at most one 
decomplexification £0 such that £0 e TT0. 
To every zeir9 z = x + iy we can assign the vector z = x — iye'V which 
may be called the conjugate of z; certainly z = z, zt + z2 = zx + z2, yz = yz 
for z9 zl9 z2ei
r and yeC . 
For any C0 € ^(i^o)
 w e c a n P u t Cz = C0x + i'C0<y for every z = x + iy elT; 
then C e j£f (i^)9 CJ'TQ = C0 so that C is the unique linear extension of C0 on "T 
and may be called the complexification of C0. On the contrary, an operator 
C e -f?0O has a (unique) decomplexification C0 € JSf(^0) iff i
r
0 is invariant 
under C; then C0 = C\i
r
09 ker C0 and im C0 are decomplexifications of ker C 
and im C, respectively. 
To every C € SP^T) we can assign an operator C : y* -+ir such that Cz = Cz 
for every z e ir. Then C € J^C^) and we may call it the conjugate of C; certainly 
C ** C9 Ct + C2 = Ct + C2, yC = yC, QC 2 = CXC2 and Cz = Cz for C, Cit 
C2€JSf(^), z e V andyeC. 
Lemma 2. i e t i~ over C be a complexification of Y0 over R. Then C € «S?0P") 
/toy a decomplexification C0 e if 0^0) 1/ a«d onfy if C ~ C. 
1.3. Let f over Cbe a complexification of lT0 over JR and C 6 JSPOO a complexi-
fication of C0 e <SP(f 0)< It is clear that any Hamel basis {av}veN of TT0 over R 
is at once*a Hamel basis of/lT over C. 
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If y e R is a proper value of C and £ c lT the corresponding proper subspace, 
then y is a proper value of C0 and the corresponding proper subspace £0 g fQ 
is the decomplexification of £. 
If y e C\ J? is a proper value of C and £ s *V the corresponding proper sub-
space, then y is an other proper value of C and the corresponding proper subspace 
is £ = {z e *V | z e £}. Certainly, if {cv}V6iV is a Hamel basis of £, then {cv}vmy is 
a Hamel basis of fl, and {cv}veN u {£0}t>e* a Hamel basis of the direct sum £ 4- 5. 
If we put cv = av + ibv, where av, 6V e f0, then the set {av}v€jv u.{bv}veN
 l$ 
linearly independent over C and thus a Hamel basis of £ 4- fl; we shall call it 
the induced real basis. 
Assume dim i^0 -= n (e N) and the complexification C of C0 is diagonalizable. 
Let y!,...., ytQ e R be all real and pairwise distinct proper values of C, and 
yt,yte C\R for T = t0 + 1, ..., t be all non-real and pairwise distinct proper 
values of C. s 
For T = 1, ... , Met flt•£. ^ be the proper subspace of C corresponding to 
the proper value yteC so that 
(0 r = £•£-+ £• (£. + flt). 
t = l t = t 0 + l 
To every TX = t0 + 1,. . . . , t there are two distinct proper values yt, yt with proper 
subspaces flt, flt; if {cVt} represents a basis of £ t where cVt = aVt + ibVt with 
j V t , bVt e ^ 0 , then {avJ j ^ {6VJ represents the induced real basis of £ t 4- flt. Let 
2t £ 1T0 be the subspace generated by the set {aVt} u {bVt} over R; then £° is the 
decomplexification of £v 4- £ t although flt is no proper subspace of C0. 
To every T = 1,..., r0 we have the proper value yt (eR) with the proper sub-
space £ t which has a decomplexification flt £. y 0 being the proper subspace of C0 
(corresponding to yt). Hence 
(2) n = £•£?. 
t = i 
Lemma 3, For T = 1,..., t let Rx e SPi^T) be the projector on £ t along the direct 
sum of the other subspaces in (1). Then the linear projector of'f on flt along the 
direct sum of the other subspaces in (1) is Rt. 
According to Theorem 1 we have then 
(3) . /=!* .+ £ (** + *.), 
t - * l t -*fo+l 
where / is the identity on i^ and / 
(4) C = £y tR t + i (yA + ytJL). 
t = l »=»o+l 
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Clearly Rt = Rt for i = 1,.. . , t0
 s 0 that Rv has a decomplexification R* = 
= RJ^0 6 J&Wo) which is the projector on fl? along the direct sum of the other 
subspaces in (2). 
For any x,= t0 + 1,... , t there are two disjoint projectors Rx, Rx so that 
i?M + RH€ SPCf) is the projector on £x + £„ along the direct sum of the other 
subspaces in (1) and its decomplexification JR° e J^O^o) -s the projector on ££ 
along the direct sum of the other subspaces in (2). 
ff we put ax = Re yx, j?x = Im yX5 then ?„£* + yxRx = «„(-#* + ifx) + 
+ ifiM(RM - i?x) where Sx = /(P* - Rx) e <£(i^) has a decomplexification Sx e 
€ JSf(^o)- If fcvj represents a basis of £x and {#v J u» {bVte} the induced real basis 
of 2X + £*, then S ^ = -Z>v„, 8x°JVx =
 av„ whereas S°c = 0 for every c e £ ? 
whenever T ̂  x, T e {1 , . . . , t}.* Hence - S ^ 2 = #°, im S* = im P£, ker Sx = 
=- ker i?2 and we get the formula 
(5) C0-£?A
0+ I (S^ + M ) 
1 = 1 x=-t 0 +l 
representing a real spectral decomposition of C0 which may be considered as 
a starting point to a real spectral theorem. 
§ 2. Antiprojectors 
Let *V over K be a vector space, Q e -S?0O and / the identity on ir. Then 
~ g 2 = P is a projector iff Q2(I + g2) = 0 and then PQ = - g = gP, im P £ 
S im g , ker g £ ker P. 
Definition 1. Let IT over K be a vector space. An operator Q e Jjf 0 O will be 
called antiprojector if — g 2 = P is a projector and im P = im g, ker Q = ker P. 
If Q e JSfO )̂ is an antiprojector, then *V = ker Q + im £ but g/im g is not 
the identity on im g whenever im g # 0; the g may be called an antiprojector 
on im g along ker g. 
Let g e J£?0O be such that — g 2 = P is a projector; then the assertions (i) 
g is an antiprojector (ii) im P = im g (iii) ker g = ker P are equivalent. 
Following lemmas are easily prouvable. 
Lemma 4. Let *f over K be a vector space. Then Q e ^(f(ir) is an antiprojector 
iffQ(l+Q2)±0. 
Lemma 5. If N is a finite set and gv € S£ (i^), ve N are pairwise disjoint anti* 
projectors* then £ gv is an antiprojector on £- im gv along f\ ker gv . 
veJV veAT veiV 
Lemma 6. Let P e JSP (IT) be a projector, Q e JSP (1T) an antiprojector and R = 
« — g2 . IfP and Q commute, then P'and R commute as well, PQ is an antiprojector, 
and im PQ = im PR, ker Pg = ker PR. 
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Every antiprojector £?e J?0O determines uniquely the projector P m ~>Q%. 
On the contrary, let P G JS?(IO be a projector, let {d^} be a Hamel basis of ker P 
and {cv} a Hamel basis of im P. Then for any antiprojector Q G JSfilT) such that 
— Q2 = P9 the {d^ is a Hamel basis of ker Q, {cv} a Hamel basis of im Q, and 
Q/im Q is a linear bijection such that J 4- Q2 = 0 on im Q. 
In particular, if dim im P = /i and K = C, then all the antiprojectors are obtained 
by means of all bases {cv} by putting Qcv = ±/cv with all variations of signs and 
completing Q = 0 on ker P. 
If dim im P = « is odd and K = if, then there is no antiprojector g (such that 
— Q2 = -P). If dim im P = n = 2& is even and K = J?, then all the antiprojectors g 
are obtained by means of all real bases {ax, bx} of imP by puting Qan = ~"GxbM, 
QbH » 0-xtfx with all variations of signs ax = ± 1 and completing g = 0 on ker P. 
§ 3. The real spectral theorem 
Let if over C be a complexification of i^0 over R, let /dendte the identity on if 
and /0 the identity on i^0. 
If T, Tv e i ?0O (where v G N, JVfinite) are complexifications of T0, Tv° e ^P(^0), 
respectively, then: Tv are pairwise disjoint iff T® are pairwise disjoint; im T and 
ker Tare complexifications of im T0 and ker T0, respectively; Tis a projector iff T0 
is a projector; Tis an antiprojector iff T0 is an antiprojector. 
Assume dim i^0 = n (e IV) and let C G JSf(^) be the complexification of C0 G 
e<?(r0). 
3.1. If C is diagonalizable then according to 1.3 we have the formula (5) where 
0 # R° (for t = 1, . . . , t) are pairwise disjoint projectors, 0 ¥* Sx (for x = 
= t0 4- 1,... , t) are pairwise disjoint antiprojectors commuting with all R° and 
such that ~S° 2 = R°. 
Put 2, = y% also for i = 1,..., t0. If {««},. i,....r = {ajt--i *>
 w h e r e «ff are 
pairwise distinct, and if {pa}a=i , » {/U*=-f04.i *> where pa are pairwise 
distinct, then to every Q there is a unique set { t j of all t G {I, . . . , t} satisfying 
a, = ac» and to every a there is a unique set {*<-} of all x G {t0 + 1,... , t} satisfying 
& = &. 
If we put P6 = J] ^?p> Ql = £
 5 ^ t h e n ° ^ PQ a r e pairwise disjoint projectors 
t *P *9 
satisfying 70 = £P® and 0 96 Qa are pairwise disjoint antiprojectors commuting 
with all P° and such that 
(6) C0 = £a,Pc°+E/U2,°. 
The set of all indices a is empty iff the set of all indices x is empty iff the numbers 
a6 G R are all the proper values of C iff C0 is diagonalizable. 
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3.2. Let there be given a non empty set {ac}casli>#,fP of pairwise distinct real 
numbers, a set {/?*}*«i.....'i of pairwise distinct positive numbers, pairwise disjoint 
r 
projectors 0 # PQ e -S?0^o) satisfying /o = Z ^ c '
 an<* pairwise disjoint anti-
<?=o 
projectors 0 ^ Qa e i?(1^o) commuting with all P°. Let C0 be defined by 
formula (6). 
We wish to show that C0 has a diagonalizable complexification C e S£ 0 0 -
We may assume that the set {Pa}a=it...lS is not empty. 
Then to every a there is at least one Q such that P°(?0 # 0. Thus the domain 
of all the ordered pairs (Q9 G) such that P°g° =?- 0 can be enumerated by x = 
* = t0 -f 1,.. . , t where t0 is still unknown. 
In this domain the mapping (Q, a) t-> P°Q° is an injection and thus we can put 
*S° = P°0°, yx •=- ae 4- ipa and denote a„ = Re yx; j8x = Im yx; then the operators 
S^ (# 0) are pairwise disjoint antiprojectors commuting with all P°, Q2, and also 
the corresponding projector (0 ?-0 P° = —Sx
2 are pairwise disjoint and com-
muting with all P°, Q2. 
t 
If for every Q the P°(/0 - £ i*
0) = 0, then we put t0 = 0. Otherwise the 
X = f 0 + l 
t 
domain of all Q such that PQ(I0 - £ Rx) & 0 can be enumerated by i = 1,..., t0. 
x = t 0 + l t 
In this domain the mapping Q H> P°(/0 — £ Rx) 1
s a n injection and thus we can 
t x=-f 0+l 
put J?? = P°(/0 ~ X Px)
 ai-d put 5. = <xQ; then the operators P° are pairwise 
x«-* 0+l 
disjoint projectors commuting with all P2, Q2. 
Moreover, all the projectors JR° (T = 1, . . . , t) are pairwise disjoint and for 
i = 1,..., t0; x = t0 + 1,..., t we have a) P°eR? * 0 iff P°(/0 - £ *°) = Pf 
iff P°i?f = *° b) P°i?0 # 0 iff there exists exactly one a such that° 5° = P°Q° 
t 
iff P°i?0 = Rl c) 70 = £ i*° d) every JR° commutes with every 5° and J*°_S° = 5° 
T = - l 
iff T = K while P°S° = 0 iff T # * e) g°Pf = 0 f) g°P2 # 0 iff there exists exactly 
one Q such that S% = P°e°. iff Q°aR°x = 5°. 
It holds {aQ}Qssl r = {aT} t=,i,...,fand{^}ff :sl,_s = {h}x~t0+L...,f For every g 
let {xQ} be the set of all T e {1, . . . , t} satisfying at = ac, arid for every cr let {xa} 
be the set of all xe {t0 + 1,..., *} satisfying /?„ = j8ff. Then P
0jRt°p = R°tp while 
P°QR°t = 0 iff T i {xQ} and thus P° = £ < . Similarly g
0 ^ = S°ff while gf*
0. « 0 
?o 
X * 
Hence we obtain the formula (5) and we are to show that its complexification is 
exactly the formula (4). Indeed, if JR„ Am9 Bxe JSPOH is the complexification of 
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iff x * {*„} and thus C° = £ S° 
i?f, u£, Sx, respectively, then 0 # Rl9 Ax # 0 are pairwise disjoint projectors 
commuting with all pairwise disjoint antiprojectors Bx ^ 0, and we have - . 5 * = 
= Axi RXBX = 0, AX,BX» = 0 iff x' # x\ AXBX = Bx. If we put P* = -i-O^ - iBx)$ 
1 
then i?x and Rx = -^(At* + IJBK) are projectors, Ax = Px + RX9 Bx = i(-Rx - i?x) 
and the formula (4) is valid; moreover, the numbers y% = a. e R, yx = ax + WH € 
e C \ i?, yx e C \ i? are pairwise distinct, the projectors 0 5* i*t, Rx # 0 are pairwise 
to t 
disjoint and satisfy I = £ i*( + £ (i?x + Rx). 
i - l x = r 0 + l 
According to Theorem 1 the operator C is diagonalizable and the y% € R are all 
the real proper values of C, yx, yx e C \ 1? are all the non-real proper values of C, 
and Rx is the projector corresponding to yt. Hence the sets {<*e}Qss i,,..,r> {&}*« 1,...,.*> 
the corresponding projectors P° and antiprojectors Q°a are determined uniquely. 
This yields the asked real spectral 
Theorem 2. Let the vector space *¥* over C be the complexification of a vector 
space lT0 over R where dim f 0 = n (e IV). Let C e SPif) be the complexification 
of C0 e ^f(^0) . Then C is diagonalizable if and only if there exists a non empty set 
{a(?}Cs-i,...,r of pairwise distinct real numbers, a set {/?<-}<-= i,...,s of pairwise distinct 
positive numbers, a set of pairwise disjoint projectors 0 # P° e 5£C^0) satisfying 
r 
£ P° = i0 and a set of pairwise disjoint antiprojectors 0 # Q°a e JSf (^0) commuting 
C - - 1 
u>*7A a// P° such fhaf 
(7) C 0 - £ < ^ + £&#. 
( ? - = l « r - - l 
The sets {aj , {/?,}, the projectors P° and the antiprojectors Q% are determined 
uniquely. 
It is worth noting that the Jordan representation yields a visible form of 
Theorem 2, see [2]. 
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